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Motivation Our Approach 

 Within the context of autonomous driving, encountering 
unknown objects (a.k.a., anomalies) becomes inevitable 
during deployment in the open world. 

 Overlooking objects on the road is a critical error that carries 
high-level risks. Regrettably, this is a prevailing error pattern 
observed in semantic segmentation models.

 In this work, we provide a simple finetuning solution to 
enable their anomaly awareness.

Experiment Results 
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Conclusion & Outlook

 Only finetune the final classification head of semantic 
segmentation models using our style-aligned OoD (out-of-
distribution) augmentation & top-k one-vs-rest (OvR) loss.

 After finetuning, a high-quality pixel-wise OoD prediction map 
can be derived from the output logits of the model.

Style Alignment

 Synthetic OoD augmentation via Copy & Paste introduces domain 
gap, i.e., OoD data (e.g., MS COCO objects) has different styles 
than autonomous driving data (e.g., Cityscapes). 

 We advance the synthetic OoD generation process by performing 
style alignment between the OoD data and driving scene data.

 For style alignment, we exploited the ISSA method.

Intra-source style augmentation (ISSA) pipeline

Top-k OvR Loss

 The One-vs-Rest (OvR) loss induces a pre-trained semantic 
segmentation model to generate a “none of the given classes” 
prediction on synthetic OoD pixels.

 We focus on the worst cases by minimizing the top-k terms.

Per-pixel OOD Score

Style alignment 
greatly improves 
the performance.

Our finetuning loss consistently 
outperforms other uncertainty 
regularization losses across 
different evaluation metrics.

 We developed a simple finetuning method that enables semantic 
segmentation models to detect unknown objects as well. 

 We observed the necessity of considering domain shifts jointly 
with unknown objects, awaiting for further investigation. 

Visual Examples (Hard Cases)
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